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junior in a sentence examples 21 ways to use junior
Mar 26 2024

to use junior in a sentence simply place the word before someone s name to indicate that the person is younger or less experienced for example this is my junior brother alex this sentence means that
alex is the younger brother of the speaker another example could be sarah is a junior software developer

examples of junior in a sentence collins english sentences
Feb 25 2024

examples of junior in a sentence go to the dictionary page of junior examples from collins dictionaries junior and middle ranking civil servants have pledged to join the indefinite strike the lord
chancellor has said legal aid work is for juniors when they start out in the law she now lives with actor denis lawson 10 years her junior

examples of junior in a sentence yourdictionary com
Jan 24 2024

learn how to use junior in a sentence with 500 example sentences on yourdictionary

44 helpful daily use english sentences in school fluentu
Dec 23 2023

this article has some simple daily use english sentences for school with essential english phrases and words to help you say the right words at the right time talk with greater confidence and take a step
closer to becoming fluent in english so whether you re a young student an english learner or a teacher read on

junior in a sentence sentence examples by cambridge dictionary
Nov 22 2023

examples of junior in a sentence how to use it 22 examples in summary we have three outputs afforestation area reforestation area and

how to use junior in a sentence diving deeper
Oct 21 2023

within the context of family relationships junior can be used as a suffix to distinguish between individuals who share the same name typically a father and son for instance if a father is named john
smith and his son is also named john smith the son may be referred to as john smith jr to indicate that he is the younger of the two
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how to use junior with example sentences english collocation
Sep 20 2023

junior she is a junior partner in the law firm he is a relatively junior member of the team she is still junior to everyone at the office he attends a junior college she goes to junior high school learn how to
use junior using many example sentences

grammar practice learnenglish kids
Aug 19 2023

grammar practice learnenglish kids grammar and vocabulary grammar practice do you like learning about english grammar in this section you can learn grammar rules and play games to help you
understand you can also print activities tests and reference cards to help you learn and remember all a c g h i l m n p t w adjectives

the word junior in example sentences manythings org
Jul 18 2023

english sentences focusing on words and their word families the word junior in example sentences each page has up to 50 sentences sentences with audio are listed first

the word junior in example sentences page 1 manythings org
Jun 17 2023

english sentences focusing on words and their word families the word junior in example sentences page 1 2780648 i m a junior in high school ck 1 301528 he entered junior high school ck 1 252301 i m
a junior high school student ck 1 2712860 we re junior high school students

junior definition and meaning collins english dictionary
May 16 2023

1 adjective usually adjective noun a junior official or employee holds a low ranking position in an organization or profession junior and middle ranking civil servants have pledged to join the indefinite
strike a junior minister attached to the prime minister s office synonyms minor lower secondary lesser more synonyms of junior

how to write better sentences with examples grammarly
Apr 15 2023

in this article we explain everything you need to know about sentences in english at least including different sentence types and constructions then we explain how to avoid common mistakes and take
your sentence writing to the next level
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200 simple english sentences for everyday conversation fluentu
Mar 14 2023

200 simple english sentences for everyday conversation if you re nervous about speaking english don t try to memorize complicated things other people won t be testing you on your grammar
knowledge and they probably won t care if you use an impressive vocabulary word

100 simple english sentences for kids onlymyenglish com
Feb 13 2023

100 simple english sentences for kids may 25 2023 are you looking for simple english sentences for kids here we have a huge collection of simple sentences for kids simple sentences for kids there is
no way to go outside where is the duster how dare you say that wash your hands whose kid is this what is going on

junior vs juniour when and how can you use each one
Jan 12 2023

the words junior and juniour are often confused and used interchangeably however they have different meanings and should be used appropriately in a sentence in this section we will discuss how to
use junior and juniour in a sentence

100 short sentences in english onlymyenglish com
Dec 11 2022

december 10 2021 hello students in this lesson we are going to learn a comprehensive list of short english sentences for kids short sentences for kids how are you i don t know call me back thanks a lot
i have no idea no thanks i am ok how s it going have a good trip don t worry how old are you it s ok i am busy i am sorry

junior definition in american english collins english
Nov 10 2022

1 adjective a junior official or employee holds a low ranking position in an organization or profession a handful of junior officers were made to bear responsibility for the incident synonyms minor lower
secondary lesser more synonyms of junior 2 singular noun if you are someone s junior you are younger than they are

simple english sentences you can use in everyday byju s
Oct 09 2022

ending a conversation saying goodbye frequently asked questions on simple english sentences what is a simple sentence a simple sentence is one that has a subject and a predicate it consists of just a
clause or a phrase and a clause some of the sentence structures that can be used to form simple sentences are as follows svo svc sva asvc
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free grammar checker quillbot ai
Sep 08 2022

it provides a reliable sentence check for grammar spelling and punctuation quillbot will grammar check sentences from the beginning to the end of any project you re working on with one simple click
making sure that your work is eloquent and error free

example sentences with junior high school collins english
Aug 07 2022

sentences english dictionary grammar examples of junior high school in a sentence go to the dictionary page of junior high school examples from the collins corpus these examples have been
automatically selected and may contain sensitive content that does not reflect the opinions or policies of collins or its parent company harpercollins
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